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Lily Cai combines
Eastern tradition
with Western
modernity

Dance
Eastern tradition ,
Western modernity

By Leba Hertz If
you want to see Chinese classicism combined with Western modern dance, then choreographer Lily Cai and her eponymous dance company is a sure bet.

Wise Sons deli
adds modernity to the mix

Tradition is just the start Joyce Goldstein
They had me fooled.

In the tradition of many California chefs, both Evan and Leo are self-taught.

Royal Danish
Ballet review: robust modernity

Turning tradition on its head

DANCE REVIEW Allan Ulrich, Chronicle Dance Correspondent

If the sight of 12 bare-chested, kilted men rolling in primeval muck
doesn't accord with anyone's conventional image of the

Don't fear modernity. It shows that San Francisco has a new population who love cities, who are not afraid of cities, who
not only are not afraid of modernity but who are ready to take up the challenges of 21st century urban life.

Uneasy marriage of tradition, modernity in India In these 10 stories, Nair maps a
portrait of intimate Indian life: Couples struggling with their muted emotional and sexual lives; children undergoing indoctrination into the adult world; the clashes between

Something old, something new /
'Monsoon' mixes tradition, modernity. Bursts of English, Punjabi and Hindi mix with saris, cell phones and thumping rap music as Nair shows the ways in which tradition has had to withstand the newfangled world.
Tradition makes way for the cutting edge in new Philadelphia. Even in Old City, preserved-in-amber history meets sizzling modernity these days.

Something old, something new /
Tradition and modernity mix in charming 'Monsoon Wedding'. Bursts of English, Punjabi and Hindi mix with saris, cell phones and thumping rap music as Nair shows the ways in which tradition has had to
withstand the newfangled world.

Sky City / New Mexico: Perched between heaven and earth, the Acoma balance tradition and modernity with a new visitor center and renewed
interest in their intricate pottery

Chino, Jessie Garcia and Juana Leno -- who helped keep the tradition alive in the 20th century as a means of supporting themselves as well as an art form. "The Cotton Girls" features 19th century
Acoma textiles,

Wes Gordon's Instagram show; new plays on tradition at Suno, Adam Lippes and Polo Ralph Lauren

On Saturday Adam Lippes continued with the plays on tradition in a
presentation at a Washington Square townhouse furnished with period antiques. Lippes kept his modernity in the volume and relaxation of the

The Illness of Modernity / Want to save the
Earth? Spretnak urges us to stop the destruction of ecologically healthy local communities -- and their irreplaceably rich religious and cultural traditions -- that still exist around the globe. Increasing levels
Readers offer superb book recommendations

Williams' funny, affectionate portrait of the town is filled with vivid characters and has lots to say about love, tradition, modernity, and the nature of time.
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